The answer to technological evolution
Do you wonder how your organization copes with new technology and market
development? Digitalisation, mobility and disruptive start-ups are able to test the
business in a severe way. On the other hand, they offer opportunities to optimize service
for customers, to streamline an organization and to relieve employees. Which
development do you embrace, and how?
Contakt Consulting helps you, with professionals for business and IT. We advise you on
the ICT strategy and on the selection of for example an ERP- or an e-commerce platform.
We also help you to increase your results on projects and to enlarge data information.
Since our start in 1999 we received success, results and appreciation from our clients.
Forward by connecting
Contakt Consulting is your gateway to an extensive network of professionals with specific
knowledge and years of experience. Known for their results in branches like retail,
construction industry, logistics and en business services. We believe in the strength and
diversity of this network.
By merging expertise’s we effectively solve issues of a multidisciplinary character. The
result? Your team excels, the business takes advantage. Forward by connecting, that’s
the power of our network.
Passion for progress
Every issues demands its own approach and expertise. For that reason we have a close
look for the best professional to fit the assignment. Everyone at Contakt Consulting works
with the same core values. Our experts have a passion for progress and their goal is to
establish a tight and durable relationship with the client.
Satisfied clients
Among our clients are appealing names in retail, construction industry, logistics and
business services. We are proud working together with them and find them satisfied. On
this page you find a selection of our clients and read what they say about us.
Do you want to know more?
Should you want to know more about Contakt Consulting, our people, our way of
working? Or are you interested in how we can help you? Feel free to contact Feel free to
contact us via info@contakt.nl or phone: +31 (0)88 – 303 1100. We would be pleased to
meet you.

